Challenge of supporting vocational learning: Empowering collaboration in a scripted 3D game – How does teachers’ real-time orchestration make a difference?
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Abstract: Along with the development of new technologies, orchestrating computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) has become a topic of discussion because new learning spaces challenge teacher to support collaborative learning in new ways. However, despite the optimistic notions of teachers’ orchestration in CSCL situations, there are still no systematic research findings on real-time orchestration. This study is one attempt to fill in the knowledge gap on understanding the differences in knowledge construction processes between settings with and without teachers’ real time orchestration in 3D learning games from a socio-cultural perspective. The aims of the study are twofold. The first aim is to design a scripted 3D learning game to practice inter-professional knowledge construction in a vocational context. The second goal is to determine the main differences in knowledge construction processes in 3D game settings with and without real-time teacher orchestration. Findings provide new insights into what actually happens in collaboration processes within different learning settings. Specifically, students in settings with real-time teacher orchestration used more effort to provide knowledge (especially explaining one’s own situation) and less effort for other inputs (in particular, off-task discussion). Thus, a scripted 3D game itself guided and helped groups to solve tasks. However, teachers’ professional competencies also helped to reduce off-task discussions during the 3D game, develop a shared understanding of the tasks’ inter-professional nature, and explain activities in a meaningful way.
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1. Introduction
The changing needs of working life and society create new challenges for both learning and teaching in educational settings. Work tasks have become increasingly complicated and work is typically based on inter-professional expertise and the shared construction of new knowledge (Billett 2008). Typically in vocational school settings, however, students of different fields do not work together to solve problems. As vocational jobs are likely to call for collaboration in the future, it is necessary to find new ways of supporting collaboration in vocational learning. One way to respond to these needs is to create new technology-enhanced learning (TEL) spaces that offer an added incentive to practice inter-professional collaboration. During the past several years, TEL environments have rapidly improved through the development of social media, 3D spaces (e.g. Second Life), and games for learning. Thus, technology can be utilized to enhance collaboration in learning (see Wang, 2009) and working practices, for example, by offering more illustrative spaces to practice inter-professional work, thus eliminating the danger in work safety compared to traditional methods (Hämäläinen, Oksanen & Häkkinen 2008). Despite these optimistic notions of new TEL spaces meeting the needs of inter-professional working life, there is a paucity of systematic empirical CSCL research on learning in vocational contexts such as higher educational settings.

Several researchers have written about the benefits of CSCL (e.g. De Wever et al. 2010), and many agree that collaborative CSCL has potential, based on the notion that joint construction of shared understanding, meaning knowledge and expertise will enable groups to create more than one individual could achieve (Stahl 2004). In practice, “ideal” high-level collaboration is nevertheless rare, and there are challenges to creating it in technology-enhanced school settings. (Kollar 2010; Hämäläinen 2011). These challenges often resolve to problems in collaborative group work (Järvelä, Volet & Järvenoja 2010). Moreover, recent studies have pointed
to certain reasons for these failures, such as unevenly divided work tasks (Strijbos & De Laat 2010), the poor working methods of individual group members (e.g., problems in argumentation) (Hämäläinen & Häkkinen 2010; Kollar, Fischer & Slotta 2007), problems in skills to regulate learning (Järvelä & Järvenoja 2011), fragile group dynamics (Kreijins, Kirschner, Jochems & Buuren 2007), weak teamwork strategies (Hadwin & Järvelä, 2011), the inappropriate use of learning resources (Arvaja 2007; Jeong & Hmelo-Silver 2010) or the lack of teachers to inspire and orchestrate learning processes (Arvaja, Hämäläinen & Rasku-Puttonen 2009). Thus, although technology has rapidly advanced, the challenges of collaborative learning remain. Particularly in authentic learning contexts (with changing circumstances), totally free collaboration does not necessarily promote productive collaboration or high-level learning. Previous research has focused on collaboration scripts as a particular kind of instructional approach to support CSCL. The main idea of collaboration scripts is to improve collaboration through structuring interaction processes (e.g., to solve socio-cognitive conflicts) among learners (for a detailed description of collaboration scripts see Kobbe, Weinberger, Dillenbourg, Harrer, Hämäläinen, Häkkinen et al. 2007). However previous studies on collaboration scripts have typically been conducted without the teacher’s real-time support. Recent critical studies have suggested that focusing only on specific scripts reduces—or even negates—the role of teachers in supporting collaboration (Dillenbourg & Jermann 2007) was developed. The 3D online learning game is based on the notion that future work-life is based on inter-professional expertise and the shared construction of new knowledge, and there is a need to improve collaboration through structuring interaction processes (e.g., to solve socio-cognitive conflicts) among learners (for a detailed description of collaboration scripts see Kobbe, Weinberger, Dillenbourg, Harrer, Hämäläinen, Häkkinen et al. 2007). However previous studies on collaboration scripts have typically been conducted without the teacher’s real-time support. Recent critical studies have suggested that focusing only on specific scripts reduces—or even negates—the role of teachers in supporting collaboration (Dillenbourg & Jermann 2010). In addition, Lund and Smordal (2006) have argued that there is a lack of studies that address the teacher’s role in understanding and fostering group processes. Therefore, along with the development of scripts, it is necessary to pay attention to the effective and flexible use of the potential offered by future learning spaces in which teachers play an active role.

In recent research, flexible orchestration has been viewed as a solution to arranging collaboration in naturalistic learning situations (e.g., Dillenbourg, Järvelä & Fischer 2009; Kollar 2010). The concept itself is not new (Brown 1992; Meyer & Watson, 1991) but has received increased attention through the paradigmatic changes in applying new knowledge, technology, and the changing needs of society. The newly created learning environments (e.g., 3D spaces) challenge teachers to support collaborative learning in new ways. In orchestrating CSCL, the aim is to maintain balance between the instructions, “free collaboration processes,” and the contextual nature of collaboration, whereas the features of design and real-time implementation of teaching draw systematically on research-based, productive, collaborative learning situations (Kollar, Hämäläinen, Evans, De Wever & Perrotta 2011). The aim, in short, is to combine design and improvisation. In detail, the teacher designs and orchestrates the structure for the learning processes (based on research findings) while the activities rest on the curriculum and the scripted environment supports collaboration. The learners, for one, are given enough degrees of freedom to construct shared knowledge. The collaborative learning situation thus challenges the teacher to simultaneously design, monitor, and support the group learning processes based on situational needs (Hämäläinen & Vähäsantanen 2011). This study supplements research on collaboration scripts by teachers and timely support, and focuses on flexible approaches to orchestrate learning in future TEL spaces (e.g. Dillenbourg et al. 2009). To date, there are no systematic research findings indicating whether orchestration is actually needed in scripted 3D game settings. Therefore, the main interest of this empirical study is to explore the role of real-time teachers’ orchestration in knowledge construction processes that takes place in vocational learning settings.

The core of this study is design-based research (e.g., Barab & Squire 2004; Wang & Hannafin 2005), which attempts to combine technological development, the needs of authentic vocational learning, and theoretical knowledge of collaborative learning as a basis for enhancing high-level knowledge construction. This empirical study continues the design-based research project (see Brown 1992; Design-Based Research Collective 2003) focusing on designing and investigating theoretically-constructed 3D learning games based on the authentic vocational education needs (ongoing since 2004). The aims of the study are thus twofold: first, to develop a 3D game, and second, to identify what the main differences are in knowledge construction processes between the settings with and without real-time teacher orchestration. To explore this issue, we compare knowledge construction processes between settings using scripted 3D learning games with (condition 1) or without (condition 2) real-time teacher support. In line with this, we also address the challenge of investigating collaborative knowledge construction. Against this background, we will next describe the theoretically constructed 3D game, and then move to describe our study’s methodological background. Finally, we will conclude by discussing the main differences in knowledge construction processes between the settings with and without real-time teacher orchestration.

2. Scripted 3D learning game

In this study, a 3D online learning game for groups of five participants at a time with scripted tasks (see Kobbe et al. 2007) was developed. The 3D online learning game is based on the notion that future work-life is based on inter-professional expertise and the shared construction of new knowledge, and there is a need to improve communication to reach a shared understanding, processes, and work principles in interagency-work (Billett
2008; Collin, Paloniemi & Mecklin 2010). Thus, the aim of the scripted 3D game is to enhance the inter-professional knowledge construction in the area of human sustainability. Specifically, in our 3D game, participants work as volunteer staff at a charity concert; they must prepare for the event and ensure that customers are satisfied. To achieve this, participants solve inter-professional puzzles. The game includes three main puzzles. The first puzzle (Gate; aiming for coordination) creates dependency between group members (Brown & Campione 1994; Barron 2000). In practice, groups need to open a gate to the festival area by correctly entering a password into the electronic lock. In the second puzzle (Restaurant; aiming for distributed expertise, mutual dependency, and integration of solo – group activities), dependency between participants is created by distributing different knowledge and resources to each of the learners (Price et al. 2003), leading to personal responsibility, shared knowledge construction, and the need to combine different professions. In practice, groups are expected to keep customers satisfied by serving them in the restaurant area. Students have supplementary inter-professional roles. The roles are: cook, waitress, receptionist, and serviceman. Every student has his/her own responsibility area and students are supposed to integrate and synchronize those tasks together. At the end of the task, band members come to the restaurant to have lunch. One band member has a nut allergy, but he still wants to have a portion that usually includes nuts. The group needs to identify the allergy and serve the right portion without nuts to the singer. In the final puzzle (Stage; aiming for solving socio-cognitive conflict), a collaboration situation is created by having various learners receive different information at the same time, but without proper coordination, causing an unsolvable problem (Moscovici & Doise 1994; Cress & Kimmerle 2008). Thus, the group’s task is to identify each band member by combining received tips. Each student receives his/her own tips, and players need to recognize who is who in terms of the band members. In this way, players are able to organize the band’s equipment in the right place on the stage.

The learning game is based on RealXtend Technology (Open Source Platform for interconnected virtual worlds http://www.realxtend.org/) (see Figure 1). The environment provides each participant with a first-person view into the 3D game. Participants are connected to each other via a server, which runs the virtual world in which all the action occurs. The game can be accessed with a PC that has a network connection, and human-to-human communication is supported by the VoIP speech system.

Figure 1: Learning game

3. Material and methods
Technology is often seen as an organizational means for generating traditional learning. In contrast to this view, the present study examines design-based research that allows for a full articulation of the role of technology as a mediating tool for intellectual and social development (Ravenscroft, Sagar, Baur & Oriogun. 2008). The central goal in the study is to integrate empirical research on learning and teaching with particular designs for instruction (Hoadley 2004). In practice, the study integrates the design of a theoretically grounded 3D game with empirical research (see research aims). Furthermore, the aim is to improve real-life educational practices through the design, development, analysis, and implementation of innovative technological interventions. This requires active collaboration on behalf of researchers and practitioners who aim to solve problems in educational practices (Oh & Reevers, 2010; Wang & Hannafin 2005).

The pragmatically oriented aim of this study was to enhance inter-professional expertise in the vocational work-life context by relevant new means inapplicable to traditional classroom settings. Thus, grounded in the theory of CSCL and the authentic needs of vocational education, the 3D game environment was designed in iterative collaboration with teachers and work-life instructors (N=8), and a game company. Moreover, the study follows the iterative structure of design-based research in the sense that the improvements made on previous
interventions interact with the design of the 3D environment. (In each intervention, a new 3D environment was designed and tested.) Furthermore, our methods of data collection and analysis build on recent theoretical knowledge. In practice, we have employed an experimental design that combines aspects of theoretical knowledge of collaboration processes (see the game description), developing methods of investigating knowledge construction, empirical findings of our previous studies, and continuous development of the technological environment. In this general framework, findings of earlier sub-studies have been reported as individual case studies (see Härmäläinen 2008, 2011; Härmäläinen et al., 2008).

The aim of design-based research is to generate and instantiate empirically-grounded theoretical knowledge and identify new principles that can serve as a foundation for creating future TEL practices (Oh & Reevers 2010). Thus, while our previous design-based studies involved only analysis of student groups’ collaboration in 3D game settings, this study investigates the differences in knowledge construction processes in groups working with and without real-time teacher orchestration. The CSCL research society has yielded several optimistic notions on real-time orchestration although empirical findings on the topic are still to come. As for the analysis, a mixed method approach of qualitative and quantitative content analysis was applied in this study (Clark, Creswell, Green & Shope, 2008) for which quantitative measures of qualitative data were created (Hesse-Biber, 2010).

3.1 Grounding points

In the following sections, we will first describe how our previous research grounds this study in two principal ways. Secondly, we will discuss the role of the teacher in this empirical experiment. After these, we will open the context and data analysis of the study.

First, the methodology used in this study is based on our earlier work. We will further develop analysis of collaborative knowledge construction as a means of gaining insight into the process of collaborative learning in a scripted 3D environment from a socio-cultural perspective. Added to this, our previous study (Härmäläinen et al. 2008) has indicated that faster groups do better in their final test results than the slower groups, and higher learning results seem to be bound to high knowledge construction processes. Therefore, we compared the time used in the task solving with and without teacher orchestrating collaboration activities. However, within this environment, the main goal of collaboration activity was not to increase individual learning outcomes in a specific context (in contrast to the previous study), and therefore we did not evaluate the learning outcomes. In this study, the main goal was to enhance collaborative understanding of inter-professional challenges of work life in a vocational context.

Second, different kinds of collaboration scripts with theoretically-grounded design principles (e.g. arranging socio-cognitive conflicts) have been used successfully to foster specific interactions in 3D games environments. However, our previous studies have been conducted without real-time teacher support. Recent critical studies have suggested that focusing only on specific scripts reduces—or even negates—the role of teachers in supporting collaboration (Dillenbourg & Jermann 2010). Furthermore, Collazos and colleagues (2007) have stressed that it is important not only to design the environments to support knowledge construction, but also to consider whether the teacher's participation influences knowledge construction processes in these environments. Therefore, this study emphasizes the role of real-time teachers’ orchestration in knowledge construction processes, and more specifically, what the main differences are in knowledge construction processes between the settings with and without real-time teacher orchestration. This empirical study attempts to answer the critique that technology alone cannot replace the teacher in supporting creative collaboration processes (Littleton 2009). To conclude, we aim to supplement our previous approach by teachers’ timely support in scripted 3D learning game.

This study combines socio-cultural approaches and instructional design (Dillenbourg & Tchounikine 2007), emphasizing group learning and the social context in which collaboration emerges to highlight the role of shared knowledge construction (Stahl 2006; Tchounikine 2008). The study is based on the approach that creative shared knowledge construction processes take place in the collaboration between people and are intertwined with the present technological environment (see Glăveanu 2010). The main idea is that group learning emerges in contextual interaction processes by members of the group distributing their own thoughts and expertise, by listening to and elaborating on the others’ views, and by the creative and shared knowledge construction of different thoughts and conclusions to reach common goals (Crook 1998; Lund & Rasmussen 2008; Roschelle & Teasley 1995; Sawyer 2007). The role of the teacher is in line with the Vygotskyan notion of facilitating learning through joint knowledge construction in which the teacher and students work together on a common
product and goal (see Tharp, Estrada, Dalton & Yamauchi 2000). Thus, the teacher is seen as an important fellow contributor in productive collaboration processes (Mercer, Hennessy & Warwick 2010). In this study, a particular focus is on enhancing the emergence of collaboration with the mediating role of scripted 3D game and investigating if a teacher’s role in shared knowledge construction is beneficial (Hämäläinen & Vähäsantanen 2011; Wells & Claxton 2002). To sum up, our approach highlights collaboration as a creative and situated interaction process mediated by the present technological environment (John-Steiner 2000; Miell & Littleton 2004; Sawyer & DeZutter 2009; Wegerif 2007).

3.2 Participants, context, and data collection

The empirical study was conducted in an authentic classroom (additionally, one video camera and recording system were used in each setting) to capture all the required data from the collaboration situations. The video camera was positioned to capture video feed from a virtual camera (observers’ view) through one non-player display (inside the 3D environment, handled by one of the researchers). In fall of 2010, 18 (16 to 18-year-old) vocational students and two teachers (four groups of five persons) participated in the study (names are pseudonyms) (N=20, all males) (see Figure 2). The students were randomly divided into four groups, but the teachers were intentionally placed in different groups to form varied working conditions. The empirical study included a two-to-three hour working period in a scripted 3D learning game at the College of Jyväskylä, Finland. In order to avoid compromising the research setting, the participants were physically isolated from one another. Cubicles were arranged in a way that the participants were not disturbed from outside the 3D world and could only communicate through the VoIP speech system. No specific instructions were given to participants before the working period. Then, two groups with (condition 1 = setting 1) and two groups without (condition 2 = setting 2) real-time teacher orchestration solved scripted puzzles in a 3D learning game. Data were gathered using observational notes on the sessions, as well as by videotaping and recording the groups’ discussions (6016 transcribed utterances). Groups’ discussions were recorded straight from the VoIP speech system using software “Audacity.”

Figure 2: Participant in task solving

3.3 Data analysis

In CSCL, research collaboration is typically interpreted and investigated from two different perspectives, i.e., individual and group learning. Educational psychology-oriented research typically focuses on how effective various collaboration interventions are for individual learners and socio-cultural research-oriented research focuses on group learning and the social context (Dillenbourg 2006). Thus, both perspectives can be criticized as focusing too much on groups’ own collaboration activities or learning outcomes without investigating the role and effects of teachers’ support for collaboration processes (e.g. the focus of design-based research has typically been on developing learning environments that would rather replace the teacher than move him/her to the center, Kollar et al. 2011). This study is one attempt to fill in this knowledge gap; our approach is in line with De Wever and others (2006) who highlight the importance of shared knowledge construction in the analysis of collaborative learning. The analysis is based on the interpretation of Arvaja, Salovaara, Häkkinen and Järvelä (2007), according to whom collaboration is defined as a shared knowledge construction in which participants’ cumulative sharing of knowledge is not sufficient (Mercer 1996), but the knowledge construction needs to be built on others’ ideas and thoughts. Added to this, knowledge and understanding have to be jointly created (Mercer 2011). Therefore, we investigate collaboration based on shared learning processes and/or activities. To understand these, we apply quantitative and qualitative content analyses (Berelson 1952).
According to Bouta, Retalis and Paraskeva (2012) combining quantitative and qualitative data brings together the strengths of both forms of research in 3D contexts. Thus, the aim of the analysis is not only to evaluate the quality of collaboration based on individual messages, but in addition, to seek what goes on between participants’ interactions (Arvaja 2007). Next, we present four phases of the data analysis: (1) revising the data, (2) comparing the time used, (3) analyzing collaboration with content analysis, and (4) comparing the differences between the learning settings.

Revising the data: After the empirical study, all video data were transcribed and discussion entries were read through several times. Then, all of the data were verified: videos were watched, observations were rechecked, and transcribed utterances were re-examined (at this stage, 5386 of 6016 utterances were categorized to include activities of shared knowledge-construction). Examples of excluded utterances were unclear overlapping speech acts, laughing, and an individual's own soliloquy that was unrelated to shared knowledge construction with others.

Comparing the time used: As our earlier studies (Hämäläinen et al. 2008) have indicated that faster groups do better in their final test results and seem to have more high-level knowledge construction activities than the slower groups, we compared the time used to solve tasks with and without teacher orchestrating collaboration activities. The analysis next focused on shared knowledge construction processes within different learning settings.

Analyzing collaboration with content analysis: Content analysis has typically been applied from two different research perspectives (see Mercer 2010). At the early stage, collaborative discussions have been studied by sorting individual messages into categories and investigating their relationship with learning outcomes (e.g. Howe & Tolmie 1999). However, that approach has been criticized for forgetting reciprocal characters of collaborative knowledge construction as well as the situational nature of the activity (Arvaja 2007; Baker 2010). Therefore, micro-level methods have been further developed to capture, understand, and describe knowledge construction processes within groups (e.g. Arvaja 2007). Such methods have proven successful in providing new insights into what actually happens in collaboration processes. However, there are critical reasons that methods need to be further developed. At the current stage, previous studies have not focused on the teacher’s role within collaborative knowledge construction processes. In addition, a very limited amount of discussion has typically been analyzed with micro-level methods. After reading the discussion through a number of times, 5386 utterances were categorized to include activities of shared knowledge construction. The analysis of shared knowledge construction is in line with the notion of Vosniadou, Ioannides, Dimitrakopoulou, and Papademetriou (2001), who argue that learning is greatly facilitated by interactions with peers and particularly with a teacher acting at the zone of proximal development (Vygotsky 1978). The analysis of knowledge construction was thus divided into two steps and focused on understanding collaborative learning by making sense of the groups’ collaboration processes (Hmelo-Silver 2003). In addition, the analysis is in line with the notion of Arvaja (2007), that it is not possible to study collaboration independently of the social settings in which it occurs. We examined the differences in the discussion data across settings, and the categorizations were validated and crosschecked by two independent researchers.

To evaluate knowledge construction and how various collaboration settings differed, quantitative and qualitative content analyses were conducted (Berelson 1952). The aim of the quantitative analysis was to determine whether there is a difference between the settings with and without real time teacher orchestration, while the aim of qualitative content analysis was to understand the nature of their differences (see Table 1). An utterance, i.e., typically one turn of speech of transcribed data, was chosen as the unit for analysis (Chi 1997). For example, Anna: “Or should I now-again fill up the device there or what should be done..?” is one utterance (Main category - Contextual questions; subcategory - Specifying). However, when grammatical utterances did not constitute semantic units of knowledge construction (e.g. “Now I have the chicken curry, but it contains nuts. Do we serve it anyway?”), one speed turn was interpreted as one utterance (Contextual questions; reasoning), as the first part (“Now I have the chicken curry, but it contains nuts”) included the contextualization of the question necessary for understanding the knowledge construction process. At this phase, discussions were categorized into six theory-based main categories (e.g., Berger & Calabrese 1975). Thus, the focus was on exchanges between the group members. The main categories were based on functional roles of the participants’ utterances (Vosniadou et al. 2001). Classification had a theoretical grounding in Vosniadou and others’ (2001) work on teacher/student interactions and our previous studies in the analysis of collaboration in vocational 3D learning contexts. Thus, the interpretation of functional roles was contextually adapted as within this context. In this study, teachers did not have the traditional role of “knowledge recourse” for students; rather the role of the teacher was to empower knowledge construction processes within the group. In practice, first, 5,386 utterances were organized into six main categories: A) “providing knowledge,” B) “contextual questions,” C) “shared
problem solving,” D) “management of interaction,” E) “summing up/discovering a solution,” and F) “other inputs” (see Table 1 for detailed descriptions). The goal of creating these main categories was to create a holistic picture of knowledge construction activities in different learning settings. Another goal was to find indicators to illustrate the quality of knowledge construction processes.

Table 1: Main categories in the knowledge construction analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Providing knowledge</td>
<td>Bringing in new knowledge related to learning contexts and / or task solving (e.g. giving advice, explaining one’s own situation, giving opinions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contextual questions</td>
<td>Asking questions related to context (e.g. new openings, specifying and reasoning in the form of questions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared problem solving</td>
<td>Knowledge construction that relates to others’ discussion (e.g. reasoning, clarifying, specifying)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management of interaction</td>
<td>Developing strategies for future activities (e.g. planning upcoming work)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summing up/discovering a solution</td>
<td>Summarizing previous information, verifying understanding, discovering a solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other input</td>
<td>Speech acts related or not related to task solving that are part of the knowledge construction with others</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At the second level of analysis, to find qualitative differences within the knowledge-construction processes, the utterances were sorted further into 25 different data-driven subcategories within the 6 main categories (e.g., Beers, Boshuizen, Kirschner & Gisselaers 2007) according to more detailed functions of interaction: A) providing knowledge (piece of advice – contextual, piece of advice – technical, new information, explaining one’s own situation, justifying an opinion, and not justifying an opinion), B) contextual questions (new openings, technical, specifying, reasoning, and opinions), C) shared problem solving (continues one's work, answers, disagrees/argues, and reasons), D) management of interaction (group organization, planning upcoming activity, organizational questions, and support), E) summing up/discovering solutions (based on group activities, one’s own activities, and unknown reasons), and F) other input (related to task solving, describing technical problems, and off-task knowledge construction related to the environment) (see Table 2 for detailed descriptions and empirical examples to illustrate the meaning). These subcategories were developed to ascertain whether knowledge construction really was built on others’ ideas and thoughts. Related to this, transcripts were coded independently by both authors of the paper. Cohen’s k for inter-judge agreement was 0.97. After discussion between the coders, a total of 98.6% of the coding could be agreed on. However, it has to be noted that high agreement is influenced by the fact that both of the coders were actively involved in developing the method of analysis.

Table 2: Data-driven subcategories in the knowledge construction analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subcategories</th>
<th>Description (with empirical example to illustrate the meaning)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Providing knowledge</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piece of advice – contextual</td>
<td>Advice for task solving - Hurry up now to make that curry chicken. Come here!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piece of advice – technical</td>
<td>Advice for technical issues - It is there in the top corner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New information</td>
<td>Brings in new information - The singer wants to have another portion to comply with his order.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explaining one’s own situation</td>
<td>Explaining one’s own situation I’m stuck on the lawn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justified opinion</td>
<td>Own opinion with reasoning -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-justified opinion</td>
<td>Own opinion without reasoning – This is cool…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contextual questions</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New openings</td>
<td>Bringing in new information or giving suggestions in question form – I wonder what is missing from that guy there?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>Asking about technical issues - Did you get anything written there?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specifying</td>
<td>Asking for specifying knowledge - What did he order?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasoning</td>
<td>Reasoning about knowledge in question form -</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
But why would that other singer have so much stuff?

**Opinion**
Expressing an opinion in question form -
She might have blue eyes, aren’t those a bit like that?

**Shared problem solving**
Continues one’s work
Continues shared knowledge construction begun by other group members -
Yes, it must be one of those large boxes.

**Answers**
Answering a question or giving clarification -
Hmm…the rhythm guitarist’s hairdo calls for some care.

**Disagrees / argues**
Expressing disagreement or argument -
No, rhythm guitarist can’t have that much stuff; assign it to the warm-up band.

**Reasoning**
Reasoning about knowledge or task solution –
Because there is a male singer and a female singer in the band.

**Management of interaction**
**Group organization**
Organizing group activities –
Er… If we all leave now.

**Planning upcoming activity**
Giving suggestions, advice, or clarification about an upcoming activity related to group work –
Come here in two minutes… I’ll do that quotation.

**Organizational questions**
Organizing group work in question form -
Mike, would you come and take part in this food job when I give you this one’s orders?

**Support**
Supporting shared knowledge construction / task solving -
Okay, good, we got a bit further in this game again, that’s cool.

**Summing-up / discover solutions**
**Based on group activities**
Summarizing a previously discussed / discovering a solution based on group activities –
It must be one of these big ones.

**Based on one’s own actions**
Summarizing a previously discussed / discovering a solution based on own activities –
(I have) the wrong recipes.

**Based on unknown reason/s**
Summarizing a previously discussed / discovering a solution based on an unknown reason –
There must be some numbers here.

**Other input**
**Other input – related to task solving**
Other speech activity related to shared knowledge construction and task solving –
Oh my God!

**Describing technical problems**
Describing technical problems of the 3D environment –
This speech echoes.

**Off task - not related to environment**
Other speech activity related to shared knowledge construction, but not related to task solving –
Actually, I know a band that has three bassists.

To address the central research questions, the last phase of the analysis included comparing the differences between the learning settings in terms of time used and knowledge construction processes. The future target is to use that knowledge as a guideline for creating future learning scenarios related to teachers’ orchestration of shared knowledge construction processes. The hope is that, in the future, they can be used as a resource in various TEL settings.

**4. Results**

At the general level, content analysis revealed that, in the scripted 3D game in the setting with teacher real-time orchestration, knowledge construction mainly involved providing knowledge, shared problem solving, and asking contextual questions (see Table 3). This finding is in line with our previous (design-based research)
findings that, at their best, scripted 3D games have the potential to support knowledge construction in vocational educational settings (Hämäläinen 2008, 2011; Hämäläinen et al. 2008). However, unlike in our previous studies, comparing the differences between studying with and without real-time teacher orchestration resulted in differences in both time used on task solving and shared knowledge construction processes. Specifically, in the orchestrated learning setting, the learning session lasted an average of approximately 1 hour 58 minutes, while in the setting without orchestration, the session lasted an average of 2 hours 31 minutes.

4.1 Main differences in knowledge construction

Between the conditions involving studying with (2405 utterances) and without (2981 utterances) a real-time teacher’s orchestration, the findings indicated two main differences in knowledge construction activities in the categories “providing knowledge” and “other input” (see Table 3). With respect to discussions, we see that the amount of “providing knowledge” was much higher in the setting with teachers’ real-time orchestration (41.7% of utterances) than in the setting without real-time orchestration (24% of utterances). Data-driven analysis indicated differences at a more specific level. As can be seen in Table 3 within the main type of discussion, “providing knowledge,” there were no significant differences in how members brought in new information (A=15.8%, B=11.1%), gave technical (A=0.2%, B=0.4%) and contextual (A=6.7%, B=5.4%) advice to other members, and stated their (non-justified) opinions (A=1.2%, B=1.5%) in a scripted environment. Added to this, neither setting used justified opinions. The main difference in the discussions concerned the understanding of the task’s inter-professional nature and the meaning of explaining one’s own activities as a part of solving such tasks. The participants in setting with teachers’ real-time orchestration (A) used 18 percent of their utterances to explain their own situation, while the participants setting without teacher orchestration (B) only used 5.9 percent of their utterances for this (see Table 3). Thus, in the setting with real-time teacher orchestration, explaining one’s own activities was used more actively to develop shared knowledge and solve the scripted tasks than in the setting without real-time teacher orchestration.

Table 3: Main differences between the settings with and without real-time teacher orchestration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Setting A = Groups with teacher real-time orchestration</th>
<th>Setting B = Groups without teacher real-time orchestration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Providing knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piece of advice – contextual</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piece of advice – technical</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New information</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explaining one’s own situation</td>
<td>428</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justified opinion</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-justified opinion</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contextual questions</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New openings</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specifying</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasoning</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opinion</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared problem solving</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continues one's work</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Answers</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagrees / argues</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasons</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management of interaction</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group organization</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning upcoming activity</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational questions</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summing-up / discovering a solution</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Based on group activities</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Based on own actions</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Based on unknown reason</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other input</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>1077</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on group activities 2.5% 1.6%
Based on own actions 0.1% 0%
Based on unknown reason 0.4% 0.2%
Other input 31.1% 36.1%
The other main difference between studying with and without real-time teacher orchestration concerned the amount of other input, especially off-task talks. The participants in settings with teacher orchestration used 13 percent (315 utterances, of which 35 were off task) of their utterances for other input (for more detail, see Table 2), while the participants in setting without teacher orchestration used 36.1 percent (1077 utterances, of which 452 were off task) of their utterances (see Table 3). More specifically, the main problem in the setting without real-time teacher orchestration concerned the use of off-task discussions. Students studying without real-time orchestration seemed to become more easily distracted and discuss other topics when the same problems occurred, as can be seen in the following two examples (Examples 1 and 2). These two examples illustrate congruent phases of the problem-solving process that are created by having learners receive different information of the singers on the supporting group and headliners at the same time (on the needs of the bands and their equipment), but without proper coordination, causing an unsolvable problem (Moscovici & Doise 1994; Cress & Kimmerle 2008). In practice, team members receive complimentary and partly contradictory information regarding the bands (and singers) that they have to string together to resolve the socio-cognitive conflict. However, Example 2 also illustrates that as learners have developed (with the assistance of the teacher’s orchestration) workable methods to maintain productive collaboration processes, the teacher’s role is supportive (not channeling).

Example 1: Setting without real-time teacher orchestration and off topic discussions

Tom: Well they would hardly be brothers if he was a woman. (*Shared problem solving; Reasoning*)
Joel: Yep. (*Shared problem solving; Agrees*)
Tom: Mmm. (*Other input; Related to task*)
Tom: Then.. (*Management of interaction; Group organization*)
Tom: What about the drummer? (*Management of interaction; Organizational question*)
Jack: Er, long hair. (*Shared problem solving; Answers*)
Tom: Yes..and then? (*Contextual questions; Specifying*)
Tom: The drummer’s stuff is there in the middle area. (*Shared problem solving; Answers*)
Tom: What else? (*Contextual questions; Specifying*)
Jack: Tell me! (*Management of Interaction; Group organization*)
Tom: Does anyone else have anything about the drummer? (*Management of Interaction; Organizational question*)
Jens: Well he’s got a fair skin. (*Shared problem solving; Answers*)
Joel: No he hasn’t. (*Shared problem solving; Answers*)
Sam: The drummer needs a microphone for singing. (*Shared problem solving; Answers*)
Tom: Ok. (*Shared problem solving; Continue one’s work*)
Jack: Yeah. (*Other input; Related to task*)
Tom: So that is the drummer. Yes. (*Summing-up; Based on group activities*)
Tom: What about... the solo guitarist. Do you have anything about him?(*Management of Interaction; Organizational question*)
Jens: Tow boxes.(*Shared problem solving; Answers*)
Jack: Does not like jewellery.(*Providing knowledge; New information*)
Joel: On the right side of the singer while playing.(*Shared problem solving; Answers*)
Tom: So it’s on this...no hell that can’t be the solo guitarist (*Summing-up; Based on group activities*)
Jens: Who has messed with these? They are all [fucked up](*Management of interaction; Organizational question*)
Jens: There are three rythm guitarists here. (*Providing knowledge; New information*)
Tom: No, you see, I’m just changing them now. (*Providing knowledge; Explaining one’s own situation*)
Tom: Don’t mess with them now. (*Providing knowledge; Piece of advice – contextual*)
Jens: No I won’t (*Shared problem solving; Agrees*)
Sam: Juho the monkey (*Other input; Off task*)
Joel: Ye…Unclear (*Other input; Off task*)
Jens: Er… (*Other input; Off task*)
Example 1 illustrates how students in the setting without real-time orchestration struggled to combine knowledge resources and focus on shared task solving when problems occurred. As students were discussing the problem that concerned the gender of the singers; Tom highlighted the fact that members of the band could not be brothers if the other was female (Shared problem solving; Reasoning). Joel agreed with that (Shared problem solving; Agrees), and Tom thought aloud (Other input; related to task), started to manage the group’s work (Management of interaction; Group organization) and asked organizational questions of the drummer (Management of interaction; Organizational question). Jack answered with his piece of information (Shared problem solving; Answers) and Tom asked specifying questions (Contextual questions; Specifying). He did not get answers; therefore, he answered himself based on the knowledge he had (Shared problem solving; Answers) and asked again (Contextual questions; Specifying). As Tom still did not get any answers, Jack became nervous and commanded the others to share their knowledge (Management of interaction; Group organization). Then, Tom repeated his query (Management of interaction; Organizational question). Finally, Jens, Joel, and Sam answered with the information they had (3 X Shared problem solving; Answers). Tom continued trying to solve the problem concerning the gender and number of band members (Shared problem solving; Continue one’s work) with the support of Jack (Other input; related to task). Then, Tom summarized what they knew based on Jens’ and Sam’s information (Summing-up; Based on group activities) and asked about the solo-guitarist (Management of interaction; Organizational question). He obtained answers from Jens, Jack, and Joel (3 X Shared problem solving; Answers). Then, Tom discovered a new incongruity and summed the situation up (Summing-up; Based on group activities). Jens inquired as to who had made exchanges without telling the others (Management of interaction; Organizational question), and noted that there were too many rhythm-guitarists (Providing knowledge; New information). Tom explained that he was merely making exchanges (Providing knowledge; Explaining own situation) and commented that Jens should leave them alone (Providing knowledge; Piece of advice – contextual). Jens agreed (Shared problem solving; Agrees). As they were not proceeding well, Sam, Joel, and Jens again contributed off task comments (Other input; Off task). As a consequence, Tom tried to return to the task (4 X Providing knowledge). However, Sam and Joel led the discussion off task again (3 X Other input; Off task).

The above example illustrates the typical problem of how discussions can quickly move off topic (see also the amount of other talk in Table 3). As we can see, the nature of the exchanges between the students is goal-less, despite Tom’s efforts to lead the problem solving process. However, the team does not have a clear, shared goal and intention to solve the specific problem as a team. We can see that, firstly, Tom had difficulty getting an answer from the others. In addition, the team seemed to make exchanges in the environment without informing the others, which causes confusion in the team environment. As solving the task was not proceeding well, the team strayed off topic in their communication. Alternatively, in the following Example 2, we will illustrate the same event with real-time teachers’ orchestration. We will see that, although the teacher does not take the leading role, the team focuses more on reciprocal task solving and develops better ways to productively construct knowledge as the teacher’s support is available to orchestrate complex learning processes if necessary, in contrast to Example 1.

Example 2: Setting with real-time teacher orchestration focusing on solving the problem set.

Ike: That...that singer is wrong (Providing knowledge; New information)
Rob: I don’t know...it says here that the singer has got blue eyes. (Shared problem solving; Argues)
Ike: But it’s a male singer (Shared problem solving; Argues)
Teacher: Ok then (Shared problem solving; Continue one’s work) [1]
Rob: You just said that it’s a woman (Shared problem solving; Disagrees)
Teacher: It says here that there’s a female vocalist in the band. (Shared problem solving; Reasoning) [2]
Rob: Who says it? (Contextual questions; Specifying)
Björn: It says here that the singer and the bassist are brothers. (Shared problem solving; Reasoning)
Max: If there are two? (Summing-up; Based on group activities)
Ike: There’s just some discrepancy in this matter (Providing knowledge; Non-justified opinion)
Rob: My guess is that the singer is this (Providing knowledge; Non-justified opinion)
Rob: What if there are two singers? (Shared problem solving; Reasoning)
Ike: Yeah (Shared problem solving; Agrees)
Max: Well let’s say that those who have one box are singers. But there...they both are chicks. Or is that a chic that other one? (Management of interaction; Organizational questions)
Björn: I don’t know (Shared problem solving; Answers)
Ike: There is still a male vocalist in the band (Providing knowledge; New information)
Rob: Someone had a text where it said that there was a female singer too. (Shared problem solving; Argues)
Teacher: Yes, it says here that the band has a female singer (Shared problem solving; Continue one’s work) [3]
Ike: But there are two female singers already. Two. (Shared problem solving; Disagrees)
Max: This is the singer who... (Summing-up; Based on group activities)
Max: The middle one...or whatever it is (Summing-up; Based on group activities)
Ike: Yes (Shared problem solving; Agrees)
Max: And then there are two of them. Which one of them it is then, of those chicks? (Summing-up; Based on group activities)
Ike: I don’t know (Shared problem solving; Answers)
Rob: the guitar player and the bassist have both two of those boxes. And then that rhythm guitarist.. (Providing knowledge; New information)
Ike: It’s the singer in that corner (Summing-up; Based on group activities)
Rob: If we only knew which ones of those they are (Summing-up; Based on group activities)
Max: So, we have now...hey, that singer, that...bloke in the middle there the outermost. (Summing-up; Based on group activities)
Rob: The singer has got one box. Don’t you push those.. (Providing knowledge; New information)
Max: Well no, it’s the male vocalist, he can play guitar while singing. (Shared problem solving; Reasoning)
Rob: Yes but there is a little discrepancy when it says there that the singer is a female and then it is a male. (Shared problem solving; Disagrees/argues)
Max: Yes but there can be another one (Shared problem solving; Continue one’s work)
Max: Because it says for some that... (Shared problem solving; Continue one’s work)
Björn: But we already have a female singer. (Shared problem solving; Disagrees/argues)

Researcher’s interpretation: In this example, the group realized that they had the wrong singer and Ike acknowledged this aloud (Providing knowledge; New information). Rob continued solving the problem by arguing about the singer (Shared problem solving; Argues) and Ike argued back (Shared problem solving; Argues). The teacher continued their discussion with comments supporting the group work (Shared problem solving; Continue one’s work). Rob disagreed with the previous knowledge about the singer’s gender (Shared problem solving; Disagrees) and the teacher provided a rationale based on the information provided by the environment (Shared problem solving; Reasoning). Thus, Rob tried to clarify who exactly knew (Contextual questions; Specifying) and Björn answered with his reasoning for the solution about the band members’ gender (Shared problem solving; Reasoning). Max summarized the situation and presented a new point of view (Summing-up; Based on group activities). Ike highlighted that they had incongruity in their knowledge (Providing knowledge; Non-justified opinion) and Rob also gave his opinion on who could be the singer (Providing knowledge; Non-justified opinion). Then, Rob continued the shared problem solving by reasoning about the number of singers (Shared problem solving; Reasoning) and Ike agreed (Shared problem solving; Agrees). Max continued by determining what should they do (in a question form) (Management of interaction; Organizational questions). Björn responded (Shared problem solving; Answers). Ike provided new information about the singers (Providing knowledge; New information) and Rob argued against it (Shared problem solving; Argues). Then, the teacher repeated the existing information the group had gleaned from the environment (of the female singer) (Shared problem solving; Continue one’s work) and Ike continued by pointing out the incongruity in the knowledge they had. Max continued by summarizing their knowledge of the singer (2 X Summing-up; Based on group activities) and Ike agreed (Shared problem solving; Agrees). Then, Max further summarized the knowledge (Summing-up; Based on group activities) and Ike responded (Shared problem solving; Answers). Then, Rob shared new information about the guitar and bass players (Providing knowledge; New information) and Ike, Rob, and Max continued by summing up the situation based on the group’s work (3 X Summing-up; Based on group activities). Next, Rob introduced new information about the deconstruction concerning the singer (Providing knowledge; New information). Finally, Max, Rob, and Björn continued to engage in shared problem solving by reasoning, arguing, and continuing the work.

From the above examples, we can see that this team clearly had a shared goal, there was no off-task discussion, and the nature of exchanges between team members was productive. As we can see, knowledge was clearly
makes it impossible to control the influence of single parameters, and therefore, the results of this study can on the notion of controlling variables (Collins 1999). Thus, we have to accept the limitation that our approach works in practice. However, this means giving up a psychological research tradition in which results are based their decisions regarding how to fully apply 3D games in their teaching.

Thus, our aim is to provide new insight into what actually happens in productive collaboration processes (Tharp, et al. 2000). Thus, this study is one attempt to fill in this knowledge gap. The study is grounded on the notion that the teacher is as an important actor in productive knowledge construction processes "on the fly" within 3D spaces. Therefore, this study is one attempt to fill in the knowledge gap. The study is grounded on the notion that there is a need to emphasize the dialogue between all participants to enhance creative collaboration (Ruiz-Primo, Figueroa & Gluckman, 2011). Example reveals typical way of teacher orchestration; as groups knowledge construction was on-topic and productive, the role of the teacher was to collaborate with students by continuing shared problem solving [1], [3] and reasoning [2]. The teacher’s orchestration activities were grounded by intention to facilitate, channel, and monitor shared knowledge construction while he left the responsibility of solving the task to the students. Thus, in general the teacher’s role as a fellow collaborator was to activate productive knowledge construction processes, such as encouraging students to formulate hypotheses, providing explanations, conceptualizing his own experiences, and describing observations (see also Hääläinen and Vähäsantanen 2011). These two examples (1 and 2) shed light on how the setting with teacher orchestration used 13 percent (315 utterances, of which 35 were off task) of their utterances for other input, while groups without teacher orchestration used 36.1 percent (1077 utterances, of which 452 were off task) of their utterances. Thus, it is important to pay attention to the fact that real-time orchestration offered possibilities to enhance contextual interaction processes (e.g. support, questions, and perspectives from real-life experiences) and led to more productive knowledge construction than a lack of real-time teacher orchestration.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

Our earlier design-based studies have indicated that scripted learning environments have the potential to support high-level knowledge construction in vocational educational settings (Hämäläinen 2008, 2011; Hääläinen et al. 2008). Thus, different kinds of collaboration scripts with theoretically-grounded design principles (e.g. arranging socio-cognitive conflicts) have been successfully used to foster specific interactions in technological environments. The CSCL research community has recently argued that there is an excessive focus on specific technological environments, as research has typically focused on developing learning environments that would replace the teacher rather than position him/her at the center (Kollar et al. 2011). Therefore, this study shifts the focus also to the relation between pedagogical scenarios, collaborative learning, and teachers’ real-time activities. It can be argued that, in virtual settings, collaboration is related to pedagogical design and teachers’ timely support for collaborative knowledge construction. Similarly, research needs to supplement developing the environments themselves with a focus on teachers’ flexible ways of orchestrating learning in future TEL settings and virtual spaces (see Dillenbourg & Jermann 2010). In the current state, there seems to be a lack of studies focusing on the role of the teacher as an external orchestrator or fellow collaborator orchestrating knowledge construction processes “on the fly” within 3D spaces. Therefore, this study is one attempt to fill in this knowledge gap. The study is grounded on the notion that the teacher is as an important actor in productive collaboration processes (Tharp, et al. 2000). Thus, our aim is to provide new insight into what actually happens in collaboration processes within different learning settings, which can then be applied to help teachers to make their decisions regarding how to fully apply 3D games in their teaching.

This study attempts to carry design experimentation into an authentic educational setting to determine what works in practice. However, this means giving up a psychological research tradition in which results are based on the notion of controlling variables (Collins 1999). Thus, we have to accept the limitation that our approach makes it impossible to control the influence of single parameters, and therefore, the results of this study can only lead to exploratory level knowledge (see also Herrmann & Kienle 2008). Moreover, according to Oh and Reevers (2010), design research has more pragmatic goals than traditional educational research, as the goal is to design innovative interventions to solve problems in educational practice. Nevertheless, our findings have several limitations. First, our study lacked individual perspectives on the learning process (as the main focus is on the differences in knowledge construction processes between learning settings). Second, only the short-term impact on knowledge construction was evaluated using content analysis. Third, since our research was informed by a socio-cultural perspective and the teacher was seen as an important actor in productive collaboration processes, it was not possible to evaluate different interactions, only students’ knowledge construction processes. Fourth, the empirical study was designed for a particular learning context and for a small number of subjects. Therefore, the findings are not widely generalizable (Shavelson, Phillips, Towne & Feuer 2003). However, one strength of this study is that, along with the development of learning environments, it pays attention to the effective and flexible use of the potential offered by future 3D learning spaces with regard to the teacher’s more active role as an orchestrator and fellow collaborator of the productive knowledge construction processes, which has rarely been explored to date.

Our findings indicated that groups studying with real-time teacher orchestration exerted more effort to provide knowledge (particularly when explaining one’s own situation) and less effort for other input (especially off-task
learning spaces for knowledge construction and helping teachers to orchestrate and monitor learning activities. Fostering productive knowledge construction by offering new functional and sociable (see Kreijns et al. 2007) enhancing productive collaboration. At their best, technological environments can support teachers’ abilities to knowledge construction processes that can be considered productive. This highlights the role of the teacher in scripted 3D environments. The orchestrated learning setting was not only faster, but also had more productive knowledge construction processes without the teacher’s assistance (see Example 1). Thus, the teacher seems to play special role in enhancing such processes in the scripted 3D settings, as teachers were able to develop “on the fly” (see also Dillenbourg & Jermann 2010) different ways of fostering these processes within the group (e.g., by asking questions and highlighting real-life scenarios). This suggests the potential of real-time teacher orchestration in vocational 3D learning settings (in particular, explaining one’s own situation) to be highly related to inter-professional work, and practicing that is one way to respond to the changing needs of people’s future work lives. As such, future research is needed on the relation of teachers’ role in assisting groups to regulate and empower group processes. We also need to seek the potentials of studies in socially constructed self-regulated learning (e.g. Järvelä & Järvenoja 2011) and further investigate the role of the teachers’ real-time orchestrator of these processes.

To conclude, real-time orchestration seems to have the potential to improve knowledge construction processes in scripted 3D environments. The orchestrated learning setting was not only faster, but also had more knowledge construction processes that can be considered productive. This highlights the role of the teacher in enhancing productive collaboration. At their best, technological environments can support teachers’ abilities to foster productive knowledge construction by offering new functional and sociable (see Kreijns et al. 2007) learning spaces for knowledge construction and helping teachers to orchestrate and monitor learning activities. However, enhancing productive knowledge construction processes is a challenging task. Wegerif (2006) has even argued that, at the current stage, some of the underlying assumptions behind CSCL pedagogies are mainly based on the industrial age and focus too much on individual knowledge and skills. Therefore, to support collaboration in naturalistic learning contexts, teachers need to develop new working methods. This study is based on the notion that the teacher’s role in orchestrating learning is not only as the facilitator, but also as a fellow contributor, joining the students in collaboration processes. As we can see from Example 2, the role of the teacher did not seem to be “traditional knowledge recourse” for individual learners; rather, he encouraged group work by taking advantage of the contextual resources (see Arvaja 2011) of the students and real-life work situations (Billett 2008). The findings support the argument of Dillenbourg and Jermann (2010) that there is a need to put the teacher back in the center of learning processes. However, for effective 21st-century education, putting the teacher back in the center does not mean traditional “teacher centrisim.” Instead, to meet the needs of the future TEL, the role of the teacher needs to highlight teachers’ possibilities to orchestrate learning and empower knowledge construction processes. In practice this can mean, for example, teachers’ external support for collaborative learning (Kollar, Wecker, Langer & Fischer 2011), or facilitating learning through joint construction of knowledge in which teachers and students work together on a common product and goal (Mercer, Hennessy & Warwick 2010).

In this study, teachers’ role as fellow collaborators was to activate productive knowledge construction processes, for example by encouraging students to formulate hypotheses, provide explanations, conceptualize their own experiences, and describe what was happening in the problem-solving context (see also Hämäläinen & Vähäsantanen 2011). Our next study will focus on how teachers actually support productive knowledge construction in scripted 3D settings and how, for example leadership, flexibility, control, integration, linearity, continuity, and drama are applied in teachers’ orchestration activities (see Dillenbourg & Jermann 2010). Furthermore, additional research on the support of collaborative learning with both technology and human guidance (see Azevedo et al. 2008) is needed in order to develop efficient pedagogical approaches to truly meet the needs of CSCL in naturalistic learning contexts. In the future, orchestrating learning must be both pedagogically structured (based on learning theories) and also flexible to achieve learning goals. Thus, the learning goal (and task involved in attaining the goal) and contextual needs set the limits for how much learning should be designed, instructed, and orchestrated.
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